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Bethe approximation for a model of polymer solvation
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I-10129 Torino, Italy
~Received 20 April 2001; published 24 October 2001!

The phase diagram of a recently proposed model for the solvation of monomers and polymers in water is
studied in the homopolymer case, and several thermodynamic quantities are computed by means of pair
approximation of the cluster variation method, i.e., the Bethe approximation. The model takes into account the
water degrees of freedom in a simplified way, so that they can be integrated out analytically. The resulting
effective Hamiltonian contains only a temperature-dependent water-monomer interaction and its phase diagram
can be easily studied thanks to the simplicity of the Bethe approximation and exhibits, for a hydrophobic
polymer, both cold and warm unfolding transitions in a wide region of the parameter space. This suggests that
the present one might be a toy-model description of the phase behavior observed experimentally in water
solutions of hydrophobic polymers, such as poly-N-isopropylacrylamide~PNIPAM!, as well as a step to
understand the mechanism of cold unfolding in proteins.
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Increasing attention has been devoted in recent year
the cold unfoldingphenomenon. Both proteins@1# and ho-
mopolymers, such as poly(N-isopropylacrylamide! and poly
(N-isopropylmethacrylamide! @2–4# in water solution, ex-
hibit this phenomenon, that is, they change from a comp
globulelike configuration to a swollen, coil-like configuratio
upondecreasingthe temperature. In both cases, hydropho
interactions seem to play a crucial role in stabilizing t
compact state.

Although the warm unfolding phenomenon has be
widely studied in the past@5#, theoretical studies of cold
unfolding appeared only in the last years, focusing on
importance of explicitly taking into account solvent degre
of freedom@6–14#. This is not at all a trivial task, since th
solvent to be considered is water, a tetrahedrally coordina
network-forming fluid, whose physics is rather complex,
revealed for example by the anomalous behavior of den
and other observables.

Among several attempts, one of us proposed a mo
@13,14# capable of describing the solvation of both sing
monomers and polymeric chains, which takes into acco
in a simplified way, the effect of hydrogen bonding on t
arrangement of water molecules around solute molecu
The model is simple enough that water degrees of freed
can be integrated out analytically, yielding the solvation fr
energy in the case of a single molecule and, in the case
polymer, an effective Hamiltonian depending only on t
number of water-monomer contacts~or, equivalently, on the
number of monomer-monomer contacts! with a temperature-
dependent interaction strength.

The case of a nonpolar homopolymer of fixed, fin
length has been studied in@13,14# by taking a Poissonian
approximation, based on the results reported in@15#, to the
number of polymer configurations having a given number
contacts. In the present paper, we shall take a different
proach by looking at the infinite length limit in the Beth
approximation@16#. This is particularly convenient since
allows a simple and reasonably accurate determination
phase transitions in the infinite length limit, essentially in
closed form.
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We shall now describe in some detail the model propo
in @13,14#, then the Bethe approximation@16#, and finally,
our results.

The model proposed in@13,14# deals with two-
dimensional waterlike molecules with three equivalent h
drogen bonding arms, as those studied in@17–20#. The
model is defined on a two-dimensional lattice of coordin
tion numberz. Every lattice site can be occupied by a mon
mer or byz clusters ofm water molecules, each cluster bein
in contact with one of thez nearest neighbor sites. In thi
way an isolated monomer is in contact withz different clus-
ters ~which represent its hydration shell!, while a monomer
in a polymer chain can be in contact withz22 water clusters
at most. The relevant physics of water molecules is descri
in a simplified way up to the cluster scale, and interactio
between different clusters are not explicitly considered.

Clusters are divided into two classes:bulk clusters, which
are in contact with a site occupied by water, andshell ones,
which are in contact with a site occupied by a monomer. T
m water molecules belonging to a given cluster are allow
to form a maximum of 3m/2 hydrogen bonds. In abulk
~shell! cluster, each hydrogen bond lowers the energy by
amount hb (hs). Hydrogen bonds are represented by h
monic oscillators, and can be broken independently of o
another. An overall additional energy shiftJ, representing
nonbonding contributions, is attributed to a shell cluster.

Bulk and shell clusters also differ in their allowed co
figurations@13,14#. Molecules in a bulk cluster can form~if
they are correctly oriented! hydrogen bonds with the mol
ecules in the adjacent cluster, up to a maximum ofqb bonds.
Molecules in a shell cluster can form up to a maximum ofqs
hydrogen bonds with the solute. A hydrophobic solute
represented byqs50.

With the above assumption, the density of states of a c
ter, and hence its partition function, can be computed a
lytically, yielding

Z b
clu5Ab ,
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Z s
clu5Ase

2bKm, ~1!

where b and s stand for bulk and shell, respectively,b
51/T is the inverse temperature~taking Boltzmann’s con-
stant as unity!, K5 3

2 (hb2hs)1J and the functionsAb
[Ab(b;hb ,qb) and As[As(b;hs ,qs) are reported in
@13,14#.

In the case of a homopolymer the above cluster partit
function leads to an effective, temperature-dependent, wa
monomer contact interaction given by2T logx, where x
5AsAb

21exp(2bKm), and hence to the grand-canonical pa
tition function

J5 (
L50

`

~Z b
clu!z(N2L)exp~bmL !(S L

xNwm, ~2!

where N is the number of lattice sites,m is the chemical
potential for monomers,SL is the set of self-avoiding walks
~SAWs! of lengthL, andNwm denotes the number of wate
monomer contacts in a walk.

Introducing the numberNmm of monomer-monomer con
tacts, which is related toNwm by the identity

Nwm12Nmm5~z22!L12, ~3!

the model can be mapped on a SAW model with an effec
monomer-monomer contact interaction given by 2T logx.

Although we refer to@13,14# for the full analytic expres-
sion of x, it is important to notice here that, in the limitT
→0, the effective water-monomer coupling2T logx tends
to K. For K,0, corresponding to limT→0x51`, water-
monomer contacts lower the energy, and hence the gro
state of the polymer will be an extended one. On the ot
hand, for K.0, corresponding to limT→0x501, water-
monomer contacts raise the energy, and the ground state
be a compact one.

The model described by the above grand-canonical p
tion function can be easily studied in the infinite length,
finite dilution limit L→`, L/N→0, by means of the Bethe
approximation for SAWs outlined in@16#. The variational
free-energy density can be written in the form

f 52m̃r2nwmT logx2TF z

2
S22~z21!S1G , ~4!

wherem̃5m2zT logZ b
clu , r5L/N is the monomer density

nwm5Nwm /N is the density of water-monomer contac
~number of contacts per site!, andS1 andS2 are the site and
nearest neighbor pair entropies, respectively. The latter
be written in terms of the probabilitiessi (pi) and multiplici-
ties ms( i ) @mp( i )# of the site~pair! configurations, as

S152(
i 51

2

ms~ i !si logsi ,

S252(
i 51

4

mp~ i !pi log pi . ~5!
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The site and pair independent configurations are those
ported in@16# if we reinterpret an empty site as a water si
The site probabilitys1 is that of a site occupied by a mono
mer and has a multiplicityms(1)5z(z21)/2, which takes
into account the possible orientations of the links in the po
mer chain;s2 is the probability of a site being occupied b
water and has multiplicityms(2)51. The pair probabilityp1
is that of a pair occupied by two monomers that are conse
tive in the polymer chain, and has multiplicitymp(1)5(z
21)2; p2 is that of a pair occupied by two monomers th
are not consecutive in the polymer chain~a monomer-
monomer contact! and has multiplicitymp(2)5@(z21)(z
22)/2#2; p3 is the probability of a water-monomer conta
and has multiplicitymp(3)5(z21)(z22); finally, p4 is the
probability of a pair of sites both occupied by water and h
multiplicity 1. One can show that the probabilities can
written as functions ofr andnwm as

s15
2r

z~z21!
,

s2512r,

p15
2r

z~z21!2
,

p25
4r

z~z21!2~z22!
2

4nwm

z~z21!2~z22!2
,

p35
2nwm

z~z21!~z22!
,

p4512r2
nwm

z
. ~6!

We are left with only two variational parameters,r andnwm ,
and in order to study the infinite dilution limit we shall tun
the chemical potential in such a way thatr ~and hence also
nwm) tends to zero~this is strictly true only for a homoge
neous system, while for a phase separating system, the g
ule phase has a nonvanishing monomer densityr and occu-
pies a volume that tends to zero!.

The first result of the Bethe approximation is that t
above model has a coil-globule second-order phase trans
at xc5A(z22)/(z21), which can be computed by means
a Landau expansion of the variational free energy~see also
@16#, where results are reported in terms ofv52 1

2 logx).
For x.xc the polymer is in a coil state, while forx,xc the
system undergoes a phase separation into a pure water p
and a globule phase with a monomer density that depend
x. In the square lattice case we havexc.0.8165, while a
recent Monte Carlo estimate isxc.0.717 @21# and the pre-
diction based on the Poissonian approximation@13,14# is xc
.0.405.

Following @13,14# we have considered the casem54,
qb52, qs50. In Fig. 1 we have compared sections of t
1-2
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critical surface in the (J,T) space for several values o
hs /hb , obtained using thexc estimates from the Bethe ap
proximation, Monte Carlo simulation and the Poissonian
proximation.

The main features of the phase diagram are qualitativ
the same for the threexc estimates, and the phase diagra
obtained using the Bethe and Monte Carloxc estimates have
also a rather good quantitative agreement.

For J.2 3
2 (hb2hs) ~i.e., K.0) the polymer is compac

at low temperatures and swells, with a continuous ph

FIG. 1. Phase diagram in theJ vs T plane, using thexc estimates
from Bethe approximation~solid line!, Poissonian approximation
~dashed!, and Monte Carlo simulation~dash-dotted!. m54, qb

52, qs50, hb51, andhs50.4 ~a!, 0.6 ~b!, 0.8 ~c!, 1 ~d!.

FIG. 2. Hydration free energy@~a!; the dash-dotted line repre
sents the critical value#, monomer density~b, solid line!, density of
monomer-monomer contacts~b, dashed line!, and excess specific
heat~c!. m54, qb52, qs50, hs /hb51.25, andJ/hb50.5, corre-
sponding toK.0.
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transition, at au point: for hs /hb>1 we can call this a
strongly hydrophobic polymer. Indeed,hs /hb.1 yields the
positive peak in the excess specific heat of single mono
hydration that is the experimental hallmark of hydrophob
ity, together with a positive solvation free energy~@13,14#!.
In Fig. 2 we have reported the hydration free energy, mo
mer density, density of monomer-monomer contacts, and

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2, but hereJ/hb50.32, corresponding
to K,0.

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2, calculated using the empiric hyd
tion free energy from@22#.
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cess~with respect to pure water! specific heat in a typica
case. The monomer density plot shows that the comp
phase can include a significant amount of water, which
deed happens in poly(N-isopropylacrylamide! @2#.

For J,2 3
2 (hb2hs) ~i.e., K,0) the polymer is swollen

at low temperatures, but two regimes are present. IfuKu is
large enough, the polymer is swollen at all temperatu
There is, however, a significantly wide range of values ofuKu
where a reentrant behavior can be found. The polyme
compact in a certain range of temperatures, and swells w
second-order phase transition both at a lower and at an u
critical temperature. When hs /hb.1 this situation
can describe ~except for the order of the phas
transition! the behavior of a ‘‘moderately’’ hydrophobi
polymer such as poly(N-isopropylacrylamide! and poly
(N-isopropylmethacrylamide! @2–4#, which exhibits the cold
unfolding transition. Again, a typical case is shown in Fig.

In small regions aroundK50, additional reentrance phe
nomena can appear, giving rise to more complicated
quences of phase transitions which, as far as we know,
not observed in experiments, that, by the way, can acc
only the limited range of temperatures where water is liqu
05080
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For K.0 andhs /hb.1 we do not detect cold unfolding, a
difference with the results reported in@13,14#. That effect
should therefore be attributed to the Poissonian approxi
tion, which underestimates too much thexc value.

Finally, we have repeated our calculations using the e
piric hydration free energy for a hydrophobic monom
reported in@22#. It is noteworthy that the excess specifi
heat exhibits a feature that is found also in po
(N-isopropylacrylamide! @3#, namely that the excess specifi
heat is smaller in the compact phase than in the expan
one ~see Fig. 4!.

In conclusion, we have mapped out the phase diagram
the model proposed in@13,14# for the solvation of monomers
and polymers in the homopolymer case. We have also c
puted several thermodynamic quantities in the infinite len
limit, by means of the Bethe approximation developed
@16#. The results show that the model can describe the
havior of both strongly and moderately hydrophobic po
mers, including the cold unfolding transition.

This work was supported by MURST through the r
search project ‘‘Heteropolymers and Proteins.’’
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